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Affordable and flexible charging 
infrastructure for electric mobility. 
The solution that convinces  
providers and users alike. 



 ü Invest in an affordable charging infrastructure   
accessible for all user groups.

 ü Put your trust in charging infrastructure that  
has an economic future.

 ü Benefit from installation variants that allow  
flexible use of charging points everywhere.

 ü Complement existing infrastructure with 
ubitricity’s compatible and accessible solution.

 ü Opt for sound technology that is already being 
used with great success.

 ü Profile your organization as a provider of a  
future-proof solution for electric mobility.

The charging and billing solution  
that matches your needs. 

Electric mobility is taking off. A challenge for anyone who wants  
to work with charging infrastructure. After all, it's all about finding a 
smart solution with lasting efficiency. 
Opt for ubitricity's MobileCharging system with its SimpleSockets: 
the charging spots are affordable, quick to install and can be ope-
rated with next to no running costs.

The different installation variants provide the right solution for  
every requirement – whether for a local community, hotel,  
car park, trade or the food service industry. Become a charge  
point provider today and equip yourself for the electro-mobile 
future –  with ubitricity as a partner who offers you comprehen- 
sive service.

n

The installation variants – always the right solution 
Due to the different installation and billing options, the  
SimpleSockets offer you and your customers full flexibility. 
With the SimpleSocket and the SimpleSocketPlus, you create 

diverse infrastructure accessible for all user segments. ubitricity 
takes care of the billing between all parties involved and the 
related processes.

Wall-mounted Stand-alone Light-pole integrated



Your charging spots – accessible, simple, convincing.

An open and flexible system
for both providers and users.

Installation and service
Whether on a wall, free-standing on a bollard or integrated in a lamp post – there is  
a suitable installation variant for anywhere that has an electricity supply. Service pro-
viders from ubitricity can take care of the installation and any maintenance work.  
You don't need to worry about billing the charging operations either. ubitricity will take 
care of everything for you – simple and convenient.

Charging using the SmartCable
An increasing number of drivers are using a SmartCable, the intelligent charging cable with 
a mobile meter. For this purpose, they have signed a contract with a mobile power provider
of their choice. The conditions stipulated in this contract apply to the charging operation,
which commences as soon as the SmartCable is connected to the SimpleSocket. In this
case, the provider bills the energy costs to the user with an exact break-down to the kWh.

Charging at the SimpleSocketPlus

This charging spot is equipped with an additional DirectAccess feature and enables users 
with standard charging cables to charge with a time-based tariff set by the charge point 
provider. To do so, the user simply scans the QR code on the SimpleSocketPlus and is then 
directed to a landing page. There, they select their desired charging time and pay a trans-
action-based tariff for the charging time online using their credit card. 

For EV drivers, the possibility to charge their vehicles is an impor- 
tant criterion when deciding to head for certain locations. This is a 
good argument for becoming a charge point provider even today.  
Both users of the ubitricity SmartCable and those with a standard 
charging cable can charge their vehicles at the SimpleSocketPlus.  In 
both cases, they receive transparent bills for their charging costs. 

And as a provider, you don't need to worry about anything.  
The ubitricity service also includes commissioning of the char-
ging spots as well as installation and maintenance options for 
the electrical equipment. This ensures one-stop service for you 
and gives the users of your charging spots a good reason to 
return to you.

n

The benefits for you as a charge point provider
If you choose ubitricity’s charging infrastructure, it's simple to implement charging spots
affordably. At the same time, you will be offering all users the possibility to charge their
vehicles with you – whether via a SmartCable or via the DirectAccess functionality of the
SimpleSocketPlus using a standard charging cable. In doing so, you are a forerunner in
choosing a sound, future-proof, and economically viable solution.
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